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A New Frontier Facing
Attorneys and Paralegals:
The Promise & Challenges
of Artificial Intelligence as
Applied to Law & Legal
Decision-Making
Society relies upon laws/rules to maintain order and prevent chaos
or prevent rule by force or might. In order to achieve this stability,
the citizens must know about and accept laws as valid, so that decisions
and judgments rendered based on such laws are respected and upheld.
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Mesopotamian King Hammurabi recognized
the value of citizens knowing the law or legal
standards during his reign in ancient Babylon
when he commissioned the Hammurabi Code1
to be inscribed upon stone pillars for all citizens
to see. Laws must be accessible and known to
the people in society so they may understand
the criteria upon which any judgment rests.

The students who choose to study law devote much
time analyzing and discussing existing law in order to
apply the law to legal issues that arise among citizens
in society. Coursework and assignments/exercises
are designed so that undergraduate legal studies
students review primary legal authority found in case
law, statutory law, and the U.S. Constitution and state
constitutions. The goal is that students gain a fuller
understanding of law that informs and guides the
lives of people in society. Students read case law and
legislative history to discern the rationale supporting
the judicial decisions and legislation. By undertaking
the study of law, students realize the impact of law
on their own lives, the lives of their families, and the

lives of others around them. They also recognize
when changes in law are needed. For “[t]he law is
a very reflective intellectual discipline. It constantly
examines and re-examines its underlying methods
and missions.”2
In the Legal Studies curriculum, students are required
to research and draft memoranda and documents
based on the law and in response to a hypothetical
client’s needs and concerns. During class lectures,
students may be asked to comment on the effect of
a judicial decision on a client matter, suggest ways to
improve existing legislative policies and procedures,
or discuss judicial and legislative hearings on current
legal topics. Students engage in spirited discussions
regarding relevant and pressing societal issues, such
as privacy and security in the age of technology and
the Internet of Things (IoT). For example, on August
9, 2019, the U.S. Court of Appeals of the Ninth
Circuit certified a class of Illinois Facebook users
allowing them standing to sue for alleged violations
of the Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIBA)
due to Facebook’s facial recognition feature – “tag
suggestions.”3 The court determined that “facial
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recognition technology … can obtain information that
is ‘detailed, encyclopedic, and effortlessly complied,’
which would be almost impossible without such
technology.” From local/state divorce matters to
federal matters involving violations of the Federal
Wiretap Act,4 to international matters of espionage
and hacking,5 students begin to realize the significant
role of technology, in particular, Artificial Intelligence
(AI) used for and by society and in the practice of
law today.
“AI isn’t just affecting tech giants and cuttingedge startups; it is transforming one of the
oldest disciplines on the planet: the application
of the law.6 However, AI and Law is much
more than an applications area.7 Its concerns
touch upon issues of reasoning, representation,
and learning.”8
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AI invisibly navigates and informs our lives today and
may also be used to determine a client’s legal fate.
Through a recent executive order, comments made
by a sitting justice on the U.S. Supreme Court, and
through a congressional commission on AI, all three
branches of the United States government have
spoken about the use of AI in resolving societal and
legal matters. President Donald J. Trump’s Executive
Order on Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial
Intelligence, states in part that “AI will not only advance
technology, but it will also impact the economy,
national security, and overall improve life in general.”9
Similarly, Chief Justice John Roberts of the U.S.
Supreme Court acknowledged AI’s use in law noting
that the day in which smart machines, driven with
artificial intelligences assist with courtroom fact-finding
or even judicial decision-making “is already here and
it’s putting a significant strain on how the judiciary
goes about doing things.”10 With Americans creating

“half of the top 10 AI start-ups in the world,”11
Congress has recognized the need for a national plan
to advance “the development of AI techniques
[and] to bolster U.S. national security,” through the
creation of the National Security Commission on
Artificial Intelligence.12
AI is being implemented in cases before the court.
In a 2016 criminal case, State v. Loomis,13 defendant
Eric Loomis (Loomis) was sentenced to six years
in prison due in part to the results reached by AI
algorithms. The system analyzed data about Loomis
and made recommendations on the length of Loomis’
sentence to a human judge. Scholars have observed
and commented that “overt discrimination based
on demographics and socioeconomic status,”14 may
occur with such [algorithmic risk] assessment tools.
Noting the potential bias with the data on which
the algorithm relied to reach its determination of
a six year prison sentence, the Wisconsin Supreme
Court ruled that a warning [to the litigants] is
required before use of algorithmic risk assessment
in sentencing. This notion of excessive reliance on AI
decision-making was similarly conveyed in the movie,
iRobot, when the main character cautions a scientist
against her unfettered reliance on AI decision-making
involving human lives stating, “Robots, nothing here,
just lights and clockwork. Go ahead, you trust ‘em if
you want to.”15
To understand the promise and challenges of
AI in our society and for law, as realized by the
executive, judiciary, and congressional branches
of the U.S. government, requires at least a
basic understanding of what AI is and how it
functions in our lives.

AI Defined and Explained
John McCarthy is credited with coining the term
Artificial Intelligence in 1956.16 Some definitions
of AI recognize it as a branch of computer science

dealing with the simulation of intelligent behavior
in computers, that is the capability of a machine
to imitate intelligent human behavior.17 AI is also
defined as “the theory and development of computer
systems able to perform tasks normally requiring
human intelligence, such as visual perception,
speech recognition, decision-making, and translation
between languages.”18 Still another definition
says, “In computer science, AI is also referred to
as machine intelligence, intelligence demonstrated
by machines, in contrast to the natural intelligence
displayed by humans. The term ‘artificial intelligence’
is often used to describe machines/computers that
mimic ‘cognitive’ functions that humans associate
with the human mind, such as ‘learning’ and
‘problem solving.’”19
Some examples of AI in our society include
autonomous driving cars. email filtering of spam,
smart personal assistants, and speech recognition
technology.20 Examples of AI in some of the
prominent technology companies include, Facebook
AI Research, which “is committed to advancing the file
of machine intelligence;”21 Amazon, which recognizes
AI as “the field of computer science dedicated to
solving cognitive problems commonly associated
with human intelligence, such as learning, problem
solving, and pattern recognition;” “machine and deep
learning of Google AI;”22 and “IBM Research [which]
focuses on the areas AI Engineering, AI Tech, and AI
Science.”23
These above definitions and examples are a starting
point and barely scratch the surface of defining,
applying, and recognizing AI and its expansive use in
our world today. Incorporating the study of AI in all
disciplines, not just limiting it to stem courses/majors,
is needed for students (later professionals) to have
a base knowledge of AI to work collaboratively to
resolve issues surrounding its use.
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AI’s Promise and Benefits for Law
The legal profession has already recognized the need
for competency in technology in the field of law.
The Duty of Technology Competence, Rule 1.1 of
the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct (ABAMRPC), has been adopted by the majority of state
bar associations24 and requires both substantive
knowledge of law and competent use of technology
for lawyers in the practice of law.25 Consistent
with Rule 1.1 of the ABA-MRPC, New York Rules of
Professional Conduct 1.1 Comment 8 states,26 “To
maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer
should … (ii) keep abreast of the benefits and risks
associated with technology the lawyer uses to provide
services to clients or to store or transmit confidential
information.”27 The Duty of Technology Competency
“also requires lawyers to be aware of the benefits
and risks of emerging technologies that can be used
to deliver legal services and how advances in existing
technologies can impact the security of information in
their possession.”28 What this duty seems to imply is
the need to know and be familiar with AI as it applies
to law.
However, to mandate knowledge of AI will require
the legal profession to work in collaboration with
our colleagues across disciplines, in such fields as
computer science, engineering, mathematics,
statistics, psychology, philosophy, and linguistics.
“An understanding of AI training methods, factors that
introduce bias and statistical likelihood of inapplicability
… is not in the purview of the average lawyer or
judge.”29 “To be competent in [AI] is as much about
personal education as it is knowing one’s limits, asking
for help and demanding more transparency from
software developers and vendors.”30 Attorneys must
speak with other experts/professionals to obtain a
clearer understanding of how to navigate and maximize
the benefits of AI within the boundaries of the law and
our legal system.
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Consistency and predictability in the outcome of client
matters achieved through judicial adherence to case
precedent is desired by clients so they may better
assess their risks and expenses in legal matters. Due to
advancements in and benefits derived from technology,
clients have come to expect more expedient and
cost efficient results in resolving their legal matters.
The availability of technology seems to raise clients’
expectations in achieving a “no surprise” or predictable
outcome in their case. Professor Erika Buell, the
Director of the Program in Law & Entrepreneurship
at Duke Law, notes the practical uses of AI for
practitioners in that “Not only should use of the AI
provide consistency and predictability in a client’s
contracts, thus providing better client protection, but
it also should allow lawyers to focus on the highest
and best use of their time.”31 With their stated goal
of using “machines to help humans make better legal
decisions,” University of Alberta Computer Science
Professor Randy Goebel, working with Japanese
researchers, “has developed an algorithm that can pass
the Japanese bar exam.” Prof. Goebel and his team are
also developing “AI that can ‘weigh contradicting legal
evidence, rule on cases, and predict the outcomes of
future trials.’”32 Leveraging the best legal results for
clients means that legal professionals become more
comfortable and familiar with the workings of AI.
AI as a Proprietary Right for Businesses and the
Possibility of Unchecked Influence
Those who render justice assert influence over
outcomes. Specifically, the human beings who create
or design algorithms and choose the data or data sets
to guide decision-making influence decisions made by
AI. This is quite similar to a parent’s influence over their
offspring. Think: “The hand that rocks the cradle is the
hand that rules the world.”33 While it may be true that
data/numbers are in and of themselves neutral; the
process of selecting data/numbers, however, is not
immune to the control or subjective determinations by
humans. In the same manner that parents are the first
teachers of their children, AI is trained and first taught

AI Logic and Human Logic Applied to Ethical Dilemmas

how to learn by its human teacher, whether data
scientists, government agencies or private entities,
and so, is vulnerable to overt or covert biases. Thus,
requiring the law and legal professionals to accept
and apply conclusions reached by algorithms requires
assurances as to the trustworthiness of the data/
data sets upon which algorithms rely. Since “data is
fuel for AI,”34 legal professionals must ensure that this
data complies “with the privacy, data security, export
control and other laws that apply to the data.”35 All
stakeholders in a legal matter, attorneys, clients, and
judges must be afforded the opportunity to examine,
analyze, and question algorithms and view the data or
data sets upon which AI conclusions are reached.
Herein lies the difficulty when AI is used in resolving
legal matters. Algorithms are viewed by businesses as
proprietary. To reveal the algorithms would be akin to
disclosing a company’s family recipe “secret sauce”36
which gives a business a competitive advantage.
Known as black box technologies,37 it leaves everyone
but the creators of the AI, “unable to determine
why an algorithm produced a specific output,
recommendation, or assessment.”38 This lack of
transparency of key evidence in a case – the algorithm
and the data/data sets upon which it relies/data used
to train the algorithm – runs afoul of due process
protections,39 disclosure, and the rules of evidence,
which allow for exchange and review of evidence by
attorneys in a legal matter.

Legal Studies students must be aware of the
challenges that reliance on unknown data presents
in law and the possibility that AI decisions are not
free of bias, prejudice, or error. For the “heart and
soul” of AI are its human creators. It is the human
component of AI that leaves it just as vulnerable
to error in decision-making as when their non-AI
counterparts, humans, make decisions. In other words,
there is no guarantee that AI-fashioned decisions
are not subject to the same prejudices, biases, and
mistakes that exist when humans decide matters.
Additionally, AI decision-making may result
in outcomes that no human being, or at least the
majority of humans, would likely ever make.
A scene from the movie iRobot helps to illustrate this
point.40 Actor Will Smith who plays the main character
and protagonist Detective Del Spooner discusses
with scientist Susan Calvin, played by actress Bridget
Moynahan, the outcome of a decision made by AI.
Smith reveals the story of how AI chose to save his life
instead of a 12-year old child. The decision was based
on a calculation of which human, Spooner or the child,
had the better chance of survival. Spooner broken
heartedly explains, “I was the logical choice. [AI]
calculated that I had a 45% chance of survival. Sarah
only had an 11% chance. That was somebody’s baby.
11% is more than enough. A human being would’ve
known that.”41
College students may recall wrestling with similar
ethical dilemmas from the Trolley Car Problem42
discussed in undergraduate Philosophy & Ethics
courses and Business Ethics courses. However, instead
of discussions of what is the right thing to do and the
emotional angst expressed during such discussions,
AI and its unknown information the “black box” may
be rendering these decisions for us, without society
having an opportunity to weigh-in-on and discuss
which option to choose when confronted with such
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ethical situations. If “Hammurabi’s Code serves
as a window into the prevailing values of ancient
Babylon,”43 then what does this say about the values
which guide our society today if our citizens become
unaware of the rules and information which inform
decisions reached by AI?
AI as Judge/Decision-Maker
Intentional and unintentional human biases and
prejudices and unrevealed conflicts of interests are
often attributed to the errors found when humans
make decisions. The promise that AI holds for
decision-making is that “machines hold the potential
to influence the legal decision-making process in
a more consistent, standardized way than humans
do.”44 These claims or assertions supporting the use of
AI in legal decision-making are that “machines could
potentially analyze facts and influence judgments
dispassionately, without human bias, irrationality, or
mistakes creeping into the process.”45 AI decisionmaking may also satisfy clients’ express desires for
predictability, consistency, fairness, and reduce costs
in the determination of their legal matters. Yet, can
AI-style judging achieve perfect justice and fulfill these
lofty goals and promises in regard to legal matters?
When judges render decisions based on the evidence
presented in court, they do so in isolation. The
introduction to the book, Tough Cases: Judges Tell
The Stories of Some of the Hardest Decisions They’ve
Ever Made,46 notes that the book was written for the
purpose of “demystify[ing] judicial decision-making
and to make the process accessible to ordinary
people, who would not otherwise get a ringside seat.”
Professor Philip Meyer, in his article “Removing the
Judicial Mask” reflects on the stories [actual cases]
written about in tough cases declaring that they “are
filled with vivid characters, high stakes, legal dramas,
strong plots, and often deep internal conflict within
the characters protagonist judges as they seek to
find and deliver justice.”47 Professor Meyer examines
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one particular case in which a “well-meaning judge48
comes to a wrong decision when he values a just
outcome over adhering rigorously to procedural rules
and [subsequently] learns about the dangers of trying
to achieve rough justice in a difficult case.”49 Justice
Canan candidly states, “I had crossed a line to do
the right thing under severe pressure in exceptional
circumstances.”50
In another story, Judge Gail Chang Bohr51 shares her
thoughts on a child-custody matter and the guiding
principle of the ‘best interest of the child.’ Judge
Chang Bohr explains, “even after a legislature has
established these relevant factors [concerning best
interest of the child principle], the decision is left with
the judge. After all, this is not a computerized exercise.
Thankfully, a judge’s humanity can intervene.”52
Those who are in a position to judge and who could
be tempted to relinquish this very real and difficult
aspect of their role as judge, instead choose not to.
Rather, they impress upon us the importance of having
humans in the role as judges.
What Tough Cases does is provide more than our
familiar and limited view of judges in a courtroom
sitting from on high atop a judicial bench. It
essentially opens wide the chamber doors to provide
us with a behind the scenes view of how justice is
accomplished and the complex role the judge plays
in deciding cases. Through the judges’ stories we
are given a rare opportunity to listen and learn from
those who presided over some of the more complex
and emotionally charged cases in our society as
they share their insights and wisdom about their
experiences and faithfully execute their duties as
neutral arbitrators seeking to obtain a right and just
result. It is the nuances of law, non-binary in nature,
and the many and varied characteristics involved with
decision-making which “make it especially interesting
and challenging for ai.”53 Reading the judges stories
may convince you that our human judges, although
imperfect, are still the best arbiters of legal matters.

AI Acquiring Rights in Society

document review and contract creation platforms.61
“Lawyers, judges, and [paralegals] are only as good as
the information they receive, and AI has the potential
AI used in our society may now be afforded the same
to significantly increase the quality of information.”62
rights and protections as humans have in our society.
For example, the law allows for human creators of
“Lawyers will be able to do what they are trained
inventions to file for patent protection. If AI systems
for, and that technology cannot replace. They will
can design and create things like humans do, does AI
exercise their independent professional judgment, a
also then possess the right to file for patents for their
higher-order cognitive skill involving critical thinking
inventions? This issue is upon us, since an AI system
and creativity, but they will do work quicker, smarter
has created/designed two inventions “interlocking
and more accurately using AI and cognitive computing
food containers that are easy for robots to grasp and a
technology.”63 Attorneys and paralegals will then realize
54/55
warning light that flashes in a rhythm.”
the benefits of AI for routine and repetitive tasks such
Academics
as viewing and validating data. The delegation of such
claim that AI should be able to file patents as the
tasks will provide attorneys and paralegals with longer
owners or creators of inventions.56 Similar to patent
and continuous periods of focused time to devote to
law, driving laws and regulations are designed and
created with humans in mind as the drivers. Yet, if rights analysis, writing, and the substantive work of client
cases/matters.
are afforded AI, so then must there be corresponding
responsibilities and duties attached to such rights.
Such issues of responsibility and fault in the area of
CONCLUSION
negligence are currently being debated and discussed in Familiarizing students with Artificial Intelligence as it
cases of autonomous systems such as driverless cars.57 pertains to the law will be accomplished through an
interdisciplinary approach. The Legal Studies Curriculum
then is the ideal place in which students may acquire
Facial recognition software currently being used
knowledge about AI and its relation to law. For the
by social media and law enforcement is now being
society in which they will begin their professional
explored by colleges for the purpose of accurate
58
careers will require this of them. By working
attendance or record keeping in the classroom.
collaboratively with experts from a variety of disciplines,
Information from devices such as smart phones,
legal studies students will then be able to leverage the
Alexa, and Google Home are being introduced as
potential afforded by AI to resolve legal disputes and
evidence in court.59 The role of these devices is that
societal issues, yet also be cognizant of the challenges
of the ever-present witness to events and occurrences
60
and limitations that AI raises for law.
at home, at work, or just about anywhere. This
increasing presence of AI in our world demonstrates
the need for citizens to know more about AI.
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